Abstract-Let G be a simple connected molecular graph. The eccentric connectivity index ξ(G) is defined 
INTRODUCTION
A topological index is a numerical descriptor of the molecular structure obtained from the coincidence (hydrogen-depleted) molecular graph. In [1, 2, 5, 8] studies, numerous topological indices are universally used for quantitative structure-property relationship and quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR and QSPR respectively). A significant implement in pharmaceutical medication design is the prognosis of physic chemical, pharmacological and toxicological properties of a compound directly from its molecular form. In chemistry, a molecular graph stands for the topology of a molecule, according to the study of the connection of the atoms. This role is done by a graph, where the atoms are represented by points, and the covalent bonds by edges. Related properties of these graph types are then investigated, contributing in rise to numerical graph invariants. Scholars have studied a lot of topological indices, such as the Wiener index, was found out in the late 1940s in an endeavor to investigate some chemical properties of paraffin (alkanes) (see [9] ). Nowadays, many researchers have investigated in other topological indices like the adjacency-cum-distance-based eccentric connectivity index and the eccentric distance sum. These topological types have been stated to give a high level of anticipation of pharmaceutical properties, and might provide leads for the improvement of safe and potent anti-HIV compounds.
Let G denote a simple connected graph with vertex set ( ) V G and edge set ( ) E G . The eccentric connectivity index ( ) G ξ introduced by Sharma et al. [7] is defined as
, where deg( ) v refers to the degree of vertex v and ( ) ec v is the greatest distance between the vertex v and any other vertex u of graph G.
Morgan, et al [6] exposed that a known tight lower bound on the eccentric connectivity index for a tree, in sense of diameter and order. Aleksandar Ilic and Ivan Gutman [4] In the present study, we construct the general formulas for the eccentric connectivity index of unicyclic graphs with application to cycloalkanes
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2. ECCENTRIN CONNECTIVITY INDEX OF SOME CHEMICAL UNICYCLIC GRAPHS WITH BRANCHES OF ALKYL . In this section, we construct the general formulas for the eccentric connectivity index of cycloalkanes and unicyclic chemical graphs that are constructed by attaching alkyl and branches of alkyl (sec-alkyl and iso-alkyl) instead of each hydrogen atoms in the cycloalkanes. 
i n r r r + + +…+ , and we have 1 2 ( ) i r r r + +…+ pendent vertices each of which is of degree (1), and has the same eccentricity
. Hence by the definition of eccentric connectivity index, we get ( ) (1), and have the same eccentricity
Hence by the definition of eccentric connectivity index, we get: 
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